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Abstract. This paper argues that the DP object in Japanese always moves to the domain of vP in overt syntax.



The main argument for this hypothesis comes from the transitivity



restriction imposed on the genitive subject construction in this language.



I argue that once



the object is shifted to the edge of vP, the subject in the inner specifier of vP is rendered inaccessible from the higher phase head.



This hypothesis also derives the well-known ban



on multiple occurrences of accusative phrases in the Japanese causative construction. paper also makes several theoretical points.



The



For instance, the EPP checking (in the



traditional sense) is contingent on an independent Agree relation such as Case checking. Also, calculation of equidistance is confined to a very local domain of a syntactic derivation.
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1.



Introduction



This paper argues that the DP object in Japanese always shifts to the domain of vP in overt syntax.



According to this proposal, the sentence (1a) has the structure shown in (1b).



In



particular, the landing site of object movement is the outer specifier of vP (Chomsky 2001).



(1)



a.



Taro-ga



hon-o



yonda.



Taro-NOM book-ACC read ‘Taro read a book.’ b.



[TP Taroi [vP bookj [vP ti [VP tj read ]]]]



Furthermore, I propose that this object movement is contingent on Case checking, based on the observation that DP objects undergo object shift while non-DP objects do not. Koizumi's (1995) work is informative in this context.



Analyzing complex predicate



constructions in Japanese, which have the schematic structure in (2), he points out that the scope property of the object (i.e., the argument of V1) correlates with the Case assigning property of the matrix verb, V2.



For example, when V2 is a control verb such as wasure-



'forget,' which functions as a Case assigning verb in a mono-clausal situation (3), the object necessarily takes scope over it, as shown in (4).



(2)



[.... [ .... OBJ V1 ] V2]



(3)



Taro-wa syukudai-o



wasure-ta.



Taro-TOP homework-ACC forget-PAST 'Taro forgot his homework.' (4)



Taro-wa ringo-dake-o



tabe-wasure-ta.
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Taro-TOP apple-only-ACC eat-forget-PAST 'Taro forgot to eat only apples.'



(only > forget; *forget > only)



This scope property would follow if the object moves in overt syntax to the domain of its Case licensor, i.e., the v located above V2 (at least in these "restructuring" cases; cf. Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2005).



(5)



[vP OBJ [VP [VP t tabe ] wasure ] v]



The main argument for the hypothesis under discussion comes from the transitivity restriction imposed on the genitive subject construction in Japanese.



We will see that the hypothesis



also enables us to obtain an account of the well-known restriction on the accusative argument in the causative construction in Japanese. This paper is organized in the following manner. Nominative-Genitive Conversion in Japanese.



A well-known transitivity restriction on the



genitive subject construction is also discussed. mechanisms of my proposal.



Section 2 introduces



Section 3 lays out two important



In section 4, I demonstrate how the overt object shift



hypothesis helps us account for the generalization introduced in section 2. local, phase-based, application of the equidistance principle. of the EPP in Japanese.



I also argue for a



Section 5 discusses the nature



Syntactic behaviors of null objects in nominative/genitive subject



constructions in Japanese will be investigated in section 6.



Section 7 presents an additional



argument for the overt object movement hypothesis by analyzing the causative construction. The issue of scope rigidity is taken up in section 8.



2.



Ga-No Conversion
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Section 9 concludes the paper.



Japanese allows nominative-genitive alternation in the prenominal clause (6), which is known as Ga-No Conversion (GNC) (see Harada (1971), Bedell (1972), Shibatani (1975), Nakai (1980), Saito (1983), Miyagawa (1993), Watanabe (1996), Hiraiwa (2000), and Ochi (2001), to name a few).



(6)



a.



Taro-ga



naita riyuu



Taro-NOM cried



reason



‘The reason that Taro cried’ b.



Taro-no



naita riyuu



Taro-GEN cried



reason



A standard view in the generative literature capitalizes on the fact that GNC occurs in clauses inside a noun phrase.



For instance, analyses by scholars such as Bedell (1972) and Saito



(1983) are crucially based on the generalization that in Japanese, the DPs (and PPs) immediately dominated by a projection of a nominal must bear -no.



(7)



a.



Taro*(-no) hon Taro-GEN book ‘Taro’s book’



b.



Tokyo-kara*(-no) densha Tokyo-from-GEN train ‘a train from Tokyo’



These authors attempt to assimilate GNC to the generalization in (7) by arguing that the subject of a sentential modifier of a nominal, when marked with -no, is in fact located in a position
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immediately dominated by a projection of a nominal, such as the spec of NP. (1993) offers the most comprehensive analysis along this line. he proposes that genitive Case is licensed by D. us consider (8), taken from Ochi (2001).



Miyagawa



Adopting the DP hypothesis,



His claim is motivated by scope facts.



Let



Importantly, (8b) has an additional reading absent



in (8a).



(8)



a.



[[[rubii-ka shinju]-ga yasuku-naru] kanousei]-ga



50% izyoo da.



ruby-or pearl-NOM cheap-become probability-NOM 50% over is i.



‘The probability that rubies or pearls become cheap is over 50%.’



ii.



*‘The probability that rubies become cheap or the probability that pearls become cheap is over 50%.’



b.



[[[rubii-ka shinju]-no yasuku-naru] kanousei]-ga ruby-or pearl-GEN cheap-become probability-NOM



50% izyoo da. 50% over is



i.



‘The probability that rubies or pearls become cheap is over 50%.’



ii.



‘The probability that rubies become cheap or the probability that pearls become cheap is over 50%.’



According to Miyagawa, the nominative subject is licensed by T within the prenominal clause, which is why it always falls within the scope of the head noun in (8a). (8b), with the genitive subject, exhibits scope ambiguity because the genitive subject moves into the spec of DP, thereby creating a new scope relation. There is a well-known transitivity restriction (TR) imposed on the genitive subject construction (see Harada 1971 and Watanabe 1996).



(9)



a.



(9) below sums up this restriction.



Accusative/Dative objects cannot occur with the genitive subject.
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b.



Other types of objects such as PP objects, null objects, idiom chunks, objects without Case particles, and nominative/genitive objects can.



The point in (9a) is demonstrated by the following examples.



First, the accusative object



cannot be present when the subject is genitive, as exemplified in (10b).



(10)



a.



Taro-ga



hon-o



katta mise



Taro-NOM book-ACC bought store ‘The store where Taro bought a book’ b.



*Taro-no



hon-o



katta mise



Taro-GEN book-ACC bought store



Similarly, the dative object shows TR, as pointed out by Miyagawa (2003).



Note in



particular that (11b) is degraded when there is a floating quantifier (FQ) associated with the goal phrase.



Following Miyagawa, I take this point to mean that the goal phrase shows TR



when -ni is a dative Case marker (in which case the whole phrase is a DP), but not when this element is a postposition.



(11)



a.



Jiro-ga Jiro-NOM



kodomo-ni child-Dat



(san-nin) ageta hon three-CL



gave book



‘the book that Jiro gave to (three) children’ b.



Jiro-no



kodomo-ni



Jiro-GEN



child-Dat



(*san-nin) ageta hon three-CL



gave



‘the book that Jiro gave to (three) children’
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book



Other types of objects shown in (12)-(16) do not show TR.1



One important point, to which



we will return, is that a null object does not show TR, whether it is a relative gap or pro as shown in (13a-b).



(12)



PP object Taro-no



Jiro-kara moratta tegami



Taro-GEN Jiro-from received letter ‘the letter that Taro received from Jiro’ 1



For some reason, genitive subject constructions sound better if the genitive subject is



adjacent to a predicate of which it is an argument (see Harada 1971). in (i).



Observe the contrast



Crucially, this contrast does not obtain with a DP object (see Watanabe 1996).



will abstract away from this point and focus on the SOV order in this paper.



(i)



a.



(?)Taro-no



Jiro-kara moratta tegami



Taro-GEN Jiro-from received letter ‘the letter that Taro received from Jiro’ b.



Jiro-kara Taro-no



moratta tegami



Jiro-from Taro-GEN received letter ‘the letter that Taro received from Jiro’ (ii)



a.



*Taro-no



hon-o



katta mise



Taro-GEN book-ACC bought store ‘The store where Taro bought a book’ b.



*hon-o



Taro-no



katta mise



book-ACC Taro-GEN bought store
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I



(13)



Null object (see Hiraiwa 2000 and Saito 2001) a.



Taro-ga/no



[e]



Taro-NOM/GEN



katta



hon



bought book



‘The book that Taro bought’ b.



[[John-no



pro kas-ita]



John-GEN



(relative gap) hito]



lend-PAST person



‘the person whom John lent (a book etc.)’



(pro)



No TR is observed if the object is part of the idiom (14) or lacks a Case particle (15).



(14)



Idiom chunk (see Watanabe 2005 among others) [John-no



me-o



mawashita-no]-wa



kinodoku da.



John-GEN eye-ACC turn/whirl-nominalizer-TOP



sorry



‘I'm sorry that John felt dizzy.’ (15)



Object without Case particle Taro-no



hon



Taro-GEN book



katta bought



mise store



‘the store where Taro bought a book’



Finally, nominative/genitive objects likewise show no TR.



(16)



Nominative/genitive object (Miyagawa 1993) Taro-no



eigo-ga/-no



hanas-e-ru



kanousei



Taro-GEN English-NOM/-GEN speak-can-PRES possibility ‘The probability that Taro can speak English’
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be-PRES



3.



TR as an Intervention Effect



I propose that TR on GNC arises as the shifted object blocks Agree involving the subject when it is genitive, but not when it is nominative.



The idea itself is in fact not new.



Miyagawa (1993) and Watanabe (1996) have already explored the idea that TR should somehow be tied to Minimality effects.



In this paper, I will follow their footsteps and



explore how their idea can be executed given recent developments in minimalist syntax and, more importantly, what theoretical conclusions can be drawn from it.



Let us now introduce



two components of my proposal: the mechanism of Case licensing and the nature of multiple specifiers.



3.1



Case Licensing



My proposal concerning the Case licensing mechanism is summarized below.



(17)



a.



Nominative Case is licensed by T.



b.



Genitive Case is licensed by a distinct head X. X is located (immediately) above T, and it is a phase head.



Following Miyagawa (1993) and Ochi (2001), I will assume that X is D.2



Following



Murasugi (1991), I also assume that Japanese prenominal clauses are TPs. Let us now see how the data in (6), repeated below as (18), are analyzed under this analysis.



(18) 2



a.



Taro-ga



naita riyuu



See Svenonius (2004) for the phase status of DP.



The possibility that X = (a specific form



of) C (as argued by Hiraiwa (2000)) will be considered in section 7. 9



Taro-NOM cried reason ‘The reason that Taro cried’ b.



Taro-no



naita riyuu



Taro-GEN cried reason



Agree holds of T and the nominative subject in (18a) in a trivial manner, as illustrated in (19a).



As for (18b), I assume that Agree holds of D and Taro-no ‘Taro-GEN’ (19b).



Note



that I will occasionally employ head-initial structures for Japanese data, but this is simply for illustration purposes.



(19)



a.



[DP D [NP reason [TP T [vP Taro-NOM [ v [VP cried ]]]]]]



b.



[DP D [NP reason [TP [vP Taro-GEN [ v [VP cried ]]]]]



The DP structure shown in (19b) includes two phases, DP and vP.



The grammaticality of



this example indicates that the genitive subject, located in the spec of vP, is accessible from D.3



I assume that T does not serve as a probe in the genitive subject construction.



See



section 4.5. for more discussion of this point. 3



One question is why the head N riyuu ‘reason’ does not block an Agree relation between D



and the genitive subject in (19b). I can think of two possible reasons. First, the head N may undergo overt raising to D. Given that only the head of a chain acts as an intervener (see Chomsky 2001), it would not intervene. Alternatively, we may capitalize on the fact that the head N is a bare noun (it is a predicate). If we assume that features relevant for φ-agreement reside in the D head of a DP argument, it is quite plausible that D in (19b) has access to the closest DP (the genitive subject), bypassing N. 10



3.2



Multiple Specifiers



Let us now consider how the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) of Chomsky (2001) applies to a multiple specifier configuration depicted in (21):



(20)



The domain of H (a phase head) is not accessible to operations at ZP (the next higher phase); Only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.



(21)



[ZP Z …. [HP SPEC1 [HP SPEC2 [ H YP ]]]]



The PIC has the effect of limiting the search domain of Z to H and its edge, as far as elements of HP are concerned. Crucially, this restriction applies only if Z is the next higher phase head: The PIC is not operative until then. We should consider this important point more closely by examining (22) below, which is the schematic representation of a DP containing a clause.



(22)



[DP D …. [TP T [vP SPEC1 [vP SPEC2 [ v VP ]]]]]



Consider T as a probe.



Since T is not a phase head, its access is not regulated by the PIC



and it can access elements of VP as well as v and the edge of v.



Now consider D as a probe.



Once the derivation has introduced D, which is the next higher phase head, the PIC comes into play, limiting the access of the probe D.



In short, the PIC as formulated above



introduces an important asymmetry in the domain accessible from the probe, depending on the phasehood of the probe. Now I would like to propose that this asymmetry governs the way in which equidistance is calculated as well.



The following definition of equidistance is taken from



Chomsky (2000).
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(23)



Terms of the minimal domain of H are equidistant from probe Z.



I would like to argue that equidistance holds only up to the point in the derivation at which the next phase head is introduced.



Once the derivation has reached that stage, the terms in



question are assigned rigid, asymmetric hierarchical relations.



Thus (23) should be restated



as below.



(24)



Terms of the minimal domain of H are equidistant from probe Z, unless Z is the next phase head (or any head higher than that).



Accordingly, a non-phase head (T in (22)) can access terms of multiple specs rather freely (due to equidistance), whereas the next higher phase head (i.e., D in (22)) cannot reach the inner specifier of H (v in (22)).4



This modification is empirically well-motivated as we will



see shortly, but I would like to point out that it is plausible on conceptual grounds as well. Let us consider what equidistance is designed for.



It has the effect of turning asymmetric



hierarchical relations holding among terms of the same minimal domain into symmetric ones, thereby allowing potential violations of minimality.



But it is conceivable that such



symmetric relations should not be sustained forever, especially in light of the popular idea that linearization requires asymmetric c-command relations (see Kayne 1994).



In the



phase-based model, which this paper adopts, it means that the asymmetric relations holding 4



The view adopted here is thus different from Chomsky (2001), who suggests that the



shifted object blocks the Agree relation holding of T and the subject in the inner specifier of v, unless the object moves higher than T (as in wh-movement configurations).
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of the terms in the same minimal domain must be restored before the structure is spelled out. Otherwise, the chunk cannot be successfully linearized.



This, I assume, is what is behind



the local, phase-based calculation of equidistance.



4.



Analysis



With this much in mind, we now turn to the concrete analysis.



Recall that the central claim



of this paper is that the DP object always moves to the domain of vP in Japanese.5



4.1



Accusative object



Let us first analyze the TR with the accusative object (10), repeated as (25).



I will discuss



dative objects in section 4.4.



(25)



a.



Taro-ga



hon-o



katta mise



Taro-NOM book-ACC bought store ‘The store where Taro bought a book’ b.



*Taro-no



hon-o



katta mise



Taro-GEN book-ACC bought store 5



This claim gains some support from a diachronic perspective.



Yanagida (2006) discusses



syntactic and semantic differences between two types of objects in Old Japanese (OJ). While the bare form occurs adjacent to the verb, the -o marked form, which tends to be associated with discourse notions like specificity, precedes the subject, creating the OSV order.



She proposes that the -o marked object obligatorily moves to the edge of vP in OJ.



It is possible that in the course of diachronic changes, the -o marked form retained its syntactic property while expanding its semantic coverage by taking over the semantic function of the OJ bare form (as well as that of its own). 13



(26) below shows the structure of (25a) under the overt object shift hypothesis. specifiers of vP are equidistant when T acts as a probe.



The two



Consequently, T and the subject can



establish an Agree relation.



(26)



[TP T … [vP OBJ [vP SUBJ [ v [VP … tOBJ ..]]]]]



On the other hand, the genitive subject in (25b) is licensed at the level of DP, which is the next higher phase.



Therefore, (24) becomes relevant and the two specifiers of vP are no



longer equidistant.



As a result, the shifted object counts as a defective intervener, and the



genitive subject cannot be licensed.



(27)



[D [TP T … [vP OBJ [vP SUBJ [ v [VP … tOBJ ..]]]]]] ___________*________



This analysis entails that the object cannot shift to a position higher than D, as illustrated below.



If that were possible, the object should not prevent D from reaching the



inner specifier of vP, assuming with Chomsky (2001) that (i) only the head of the chain induces an intervention effect and (ii) locality is calculated at the completion of a phase domain (DP in this case).



(28)



[OBJ [D [TP [T … [vP tOBJ [vP SUBJ [ v [VP tOBJ …....]]]]]]



There is indeed evidence that the location of the object in the OSV order is lower than D. Unlike the genitive subject (see (8b)), the clause-initial object does not take scope over the 14



head noun, as noted by Miyagawa (1993):



(29)



[[[rubii-ka shinju]-o



Taro-ga



kau] kanousei]-ga 50% izyoo da.



ruby-or pearl-ACC Taro-NOM buy probability-NOM i. ii.



50% over



is



‘The probability that Taro buys rubies or pearls is over 50%.’ *‘The probability that Taro buys rubies or the probability that Taro buys pearls is over 50%.’



An anonymous reviewer poses the following question about this argument.



Let us assume



that the reason that the object cannot take scope over the head noun in the nominative subject construction, such as the example above, is that the prenominal clause is a barrier.



But, the



reviewer asks, is it possible that this barrierhood is nullified in the genitive subject construction as a result of the Agree relation holding of D and the genitive subject in the lower clause?



If this were indeed the case, the derivation depicted in (28) should be



available (and the unambiguity of (29) could still be correctly predicted). following example, which contains a sentence-initial PP object.



But consider the



The data show that



sentence-initial phrases (other than the genitive subject) cannot take scope over the head noun in the genitive subject construction, which in turn shows that the derivation in (28) is unavailable.



(30)



Taro-ka Jiro-to



Hanako-ga/no



au



kanousei-ga



Taro-or Jiro-with Hanako-NOM/GEN meet probability-NOM



50% izyoo da. 50% over



is



a.



‘The probability that Hanako meets with Taro or Jiro is more than 50%.’



b.



*‘The probability that Hanako meets with Taro or the probability that Hanako meets with Jiro is more than 50%.’
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To sum up, a shifted object always crosses the underlying position of the subject, but it does not count as an intervener for T, thanks to equidistance.



But equidistance no longer



holds when the next phase head is introduced into the structure, which is why the object and the genitive subject cannot co-occur.



4.2



We now turn to those objects that do not show TR.



PP object



Recall that PP objects are among those which do not show TR in the genitive subject construction (see (12)).



Given the hypothesis entertained here, there are at least two



possibilities about the location of PP objects. vP.



One is that they do not shift to the domain of



This is what we would expect if the object shift is contingent on an independent Agree



relation, such as Case checking.6



Alternatively, we could say that PP objects do shift but



they do not act as interveners because the DPs inside PPs fail to c-command out of them. The latter view is consistent with Kayne's (1994) antisymmetric view of phrase structure, according to which all languages are underlyingly head-initial.



We will see in section 4.4.



that the first approach is preferable when we examine the distribution of the dative object in double object constructions.



4.3



Null objects, idiom chunks, and objects without Case particles



Let us now investigate why a phonologically null object does not trigger TR in GNC, whether it is a relative gap or pro. 6



The relevant examples are repeated below.



The PP must be able to move to the edge of vP, provided that it is an intermediate step for



moving to the domain of the higher probe (wh, focus, etc.). involved in such cases.



Some 'edge' feature may be



The idea here is to exclude the derivation in which a non-DP object



ends up in the edge of vP. 16



(31)



a.



Taro-ga/no



[e]



Taro-NOM/GEN



katta hon bought book



‘The book that Taro bought’ b.



[[John-no



pro



John-GEN



kas-ita]



hito]



lend-Past person



‘the person whom John lent (a book etc.)’



We can unify the two cases by adopting the view, due to Perlmutter (1972) (see also Kuno 1973), that the gap in Japanese relatives may be pro.



This hypothesis offers a simple



explanation of the fact that no Subjacency effects are detected in this construction:



(32)



Taro-ga



e katta node



Taro-Nom



Hanako-ga



okotta



hon



bought because Hanako-Nom got angry book



'the book that Hanako got angry because Taro bought t'



On this view, we arrive at the following descriptive generalization: a null argument, pro, does not induce intervention effects. How can we account for this generalization?



Our analysis as developed so far



points to the conclusion that, unlike ordinary lexical objects, pro does not end up in the outer specifier of vP.



Where is it then?



licensed in-situ and does not move.



Here are two possibilities.7



In fact, Takahashi (2001) claims that empty categories



in general, including pro, cannot undergo movement. 7



One is that pro is always



According to this hypothesis, the



One additional possibility will be considered in section 7, under a slightly different set of



assumptions. 17



structure of (31a) is (33).



(33)



[D [TP T … [vP SUBJ [ v [VP pro V ]]]]]]



Another possibility is that the null object moves to the domain of its Case licensor, but it does not become the outer specifier of that head.



If it undergoes a clitic-like movement,



adjoining to the v head, then it is lower than the genitive subject.



(34)



[D [TP T … [vP SUBJ [ pro-v [VP tpro V ]]]]]]



No matter which of these hypotheses is adopted, pro does not interfere with the Agree relation holding of D and the genitive subject.



We will discuss more issues concerning null



objects and TR in sections 6 and 7. Similar possibilities may be available for two other types of objects that do not show TR: idiom chunks and objects without Case particles, shown in (14) and (15). consider the licensing of an idiom chunk.



Let us first



The lack of TR in this case suggests that, when



constituting part of an idiom, the accusative DP does not shift to the outer spec of vP.



In



this connection, it is worth noting Fujimaki’s (2005) claim that a nominative DP is licensed in-situ when it is part of an idiom.



We may generalize Fujimaki’s proposal and say that a



DP is licensed in-situ when it is part of an idiom.



Alternatively, we could say that it is



licensed by forming a unit with v/V (e.g., take + picture → photograph). also allows us to explain the lack of TR with idiom chunks.



This possibility



And these two possibilities



apply equally well to an object without a Case particle, which is known to have the requirement that it be adjacent to the verb (see Saito 1983, 1985).
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4.4



Ditransitives



We now turn to the fact that a dative DP object shows TR (see (11)).



The idea to be



explored here is that the dative DP object, just like the accusative object, also shifts to the (outer) specifier of vP. Ditransitives in Japanese show up in either the goal-theme order or the theme-goal order.



The status of –ni will become an issue in a moment, so I will simply gloss it as –NI



here.



(35)



a.



Taro-ga



Hanako-ni hon-o



okutta.



Taro-NOM Hanako-NI book-ACC sent ‘Taro sent Hanako a book.’ b.



Taro-ga



hon-o



Hanako-ni okutta.



Taro-NOM book-ACC Hanako-NI sent ‘Taro sent a book to Hanako.’



There have been debates in the literature about how to analyze these examples.



A popular



view, which goes back to Hoji (1985), holds that the goal-theme order is the underlying order, from which the theme-goal order is derived (see Takano 1998).



An alternative view,



advanced by Miyagawa (1997), holds that the two orders are not related transformationally. According to Miyagawa, -ni in the goal-theme order is a structural dative Case, whereas it is a postposition in the theme-goal order. One conceptual appeal of the former account is that it is in harmony with Baker’s (1988) Uniformity on Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH).



Goal (or, more generally,



non-theme) is always externally merged into a position higher than that of Theme. the account is empirically motivated by, among other things, scope facts like the one
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Further,



exemplified below.



(36)



a.



Taro-ga



dareka-ni



daremo-o



shookai-shi-ta.



Taro-NOM someone-NI everyone-ACC introduce-do-PAST ‘Taro introduced everyone to someone.’ b.



Taro-ga



dareka-o



daremo-ni



(some > every; *every > some) shookai-shi-ta.



Taro-NOM someone-ACC everyone-NI introduce-do-PAST ‘Taro introduced someone to everyone.’



(some > every; every > some)



Unlike the theme-goal order in (36b), the goal-theme order in (36a) yields no scope ambiguity.



This contrast is expected if the goal-theme order of (36a) is the underlying order,



from which (36b) is derived via movement. scope properties demands an explanation.



For a Miyagawa-type analysis, this contrast in On the other hand, Miyagawa’s view gains



support from the observation that a floating numeral quantifier (FNQ) can be associated with goal in the goal-theme order, but not in the theme-goal order.



(37)



a.



(?)Taro-ga



kodomo-ni



san-nin hon-o



okutta.



Taro-NOM children-NI three-CL book-ACC sent ‘Taro sent three children a book.’ b.



*Taro-ga



hon-o



kodomo-ni san-nin okutta.



Taro-NOM book-ACC children-NI three-CL sent ‘Taro sent a book to three children.’



Miyagawa explains this contrast by employing an independently motivated licensing condition on the FNQ, which requires that a FNQ and its associate DP must be in a mutual
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command relation.



The DP argument within a PP fails to meet such a requirement, hence



the ungrammaticality of (37b).



If (37a-b) are transformationally related, as proposed by the



proponents of the other analysis, we would have to say that somehow scrambling of the second object (i.e., theme) interferes with the association of the first object (goal) and the FNQ.



But it is not obvious why that is so. The overt object shift hypothesis offers a new perspective on the double object



construction (DOC), integrating the virtues of the two competing views.



Two crucial points



of the analysis are as follows:



(38)



a.



The underlying word order of DOC is uniformly goal-theme.



b.



–ni associated with goal may be a dative Case marker or a postposition.



(38a) is adopted from the ‘uniform goal-theme’ analysis of DOC, and (38b) from the Miyagawa-style analysis.



According to our new proposal, the underlying vP-internal



structures of DOC are either (39a) or (39b).



(39)



a.



[vP SUBJ [ v [VP goal-DAT [theme-ACC V ]]]]



b.



[vP SUBJ [ v [VP [PP DP-P] [theme-ACC V ]]]]



The goal-theme order in (36a) obtains from the underlying structure in (39a), that is, when –ni is a manifestation of dative Case.



The idea is that DP objects in Japanese uniformly



shift to the edge of vP in overt syntax.



Furthermore, I assume that the two internal



arguments shift in a manner proposed by Bruening (2001). beneath the other, as illustrated in (40b).
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The lower of the two tucks in



(40)



a.



[vP SUBJ [ v [VP goal-DAT [theme-ACC V ]]]] → OS of two internal arguments



b.



[TP SUBJi [vP goalj-DAT [vP themek-ACC [vP ti [ v [VP tj tk V ]]]]]]



This amounts to the claim that object shift in Japanese is an overt manifestation of QR in the sense of Bruening (2001).



The resulting configuration preserves the scope relation prior to



the movement of the two internal arguments, and we do not get scope ambiguity.



Further,



since goal is a DP, there is no problem with it being linked to a FNQ. The theme-goal order in (36b) is derived from the underlying structure (39b).



Here



I would like to argue that while the theme DP shifts, the PP object (goal) stays inside VP, yielding the order in which the theme precedes the goal (41b).



And the goal in this case



cannot be associated with a FNQ (see (37b)) because it is a PP.



(41)



a.



[vP SUBJ [ v [VP [PP goal-to] [theme-ACC V ]]]] → OS of theme



b.



[TP SUBJi [vP themej-ACC [vP ti [ v [VP [PP goal-to] tj V ]]]]]]



In short, Japanese employs obligatory movement of the DP object, whether it is accusative or dative.



This point brings us to two important theoretical conclusions.



First,



it shows that the object shift in Japanese is contingent on Case checking that involves v. The PP object does not shift because it does not enter a Case checking relation (see footnote 6).



See section 5 for more discussion of the nature of the EPP.



Second, our view of



Japanese phrase structure should be kept apart from a version of Kayne’s (1994) antisymmetric view which holds that a surface SOV order is derived from the underlying SVO order via movement of the object across a verb.
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I would rather maintain that Japanese



is an SOV language at base, since PP objects do not undergo movement yet they precede the verb, meaning that they are preverbal from the start.



4.5



Nominative/Genitive Object



Let us now consider the fact that the nominative/genitive object does not show TR (see (16)). To do so, we must first discuss the syntactic status of nominative objects.



A popular view in



the past literature is that the nominative object has the grammatical function of object, although we find a number of syntactic/semantic properties distinguishing nominative objects from accusative objects.



For example, based on pairs like the one below, Tada (1992) and



Koizumi (1995) argue that nominative and accusative objects have distinct scope properties.



(42)



a.



Taro-ga



migime-dake-ga



tumur-e-ru.



Taro-NOM right eye-only-NOM close-can-PRES i. ii. b.



Taro-ga



*Taro can wink his right eye.



(*can > only)



It is only his right eye that Taro can close. migime-dake-o



(only > can)



tumur-e-ru.



Taro-NOM right eye-only-ACC close-can-PRES i.



Taro can wink his right eye.



(can > only)



ii.



?*It is only his right eye that Taro can close.



(?*only > can)



While the accusative QP object of (42b) takes scope under the potential verb –(rar)e ‘can,’ the nominative QP object of (42a) takes scope over it.



Authors including Koizumi (1995)



and Takano (2003) argue that this contrast follows from the fact that nominative DPs and accusative DPs are licensed by different heads.



In particular, nominative Case is licensed by



the head higher than, and accusative Case is licensed by the head lower than, the potential
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verb –(rar)e. Let us base our discussion on Takano’s (2003) analysis of the nominative-accusative alternation.



(43a) and (43b) show structures of the nominative object construction and the



accusative object construction, respectively (only vP-internal structures are shown here).8



(43)



a.



[vP1 SUBi-NOM [ v1 [VP1 OBJj-NOM can [vP2 PROi v2 [VP2 proj V ]]]]]



b.



[vP1 SUBi-NOM [ v1 [VP1 can [vP2 PROi v2 [VP2 OBJ-ACC V ]]]]]



Takano postulates a biclausal structure for complex predicate constructions, claiming that the nominative object is a non-thematic element (prolepsis) of the higher clause, binding a null element (pro) in the direct object position of the lower clause (43a).



This immediately



captures the obligatory wide scope reading of the nominative object.



How is nominative



Case on the object licensed in this structure under our analysis?



Although T and the



nominative object in the spec of VP1 are separated by a vP-phase boundary, their association should not be blocked by the PIC: the PIC comes into effect when the next higher phase head is introduced into the structure.



As a result, T can freely agree with both the subject and the



proleptic object in (43a), in a manner often referred to as multiple Agree (Hiraiwa 2001).



In



(43b), accusative Case on the object is licensed within the complement domain of the potential verb (i.e., vP2), which is why the accusative object takes lower scope than the potential verb.



Our analysis provides an independent confirmation of this point.



the following pair of sentences.



(44)



a.



?*[Taro-no furansugo-o hanas-u



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



Taro-GEN French-ACC speak-Present probability-TOP low 8



The structure in (43a) will be slightly modified shortly. 24



Consider



‘The probability that Taro speaks French is low.’ b.



[Taro-no



furansugo-o hanas-eru



kanousei]-wa



Taro-GEN French-ACC speak-can probability-TOP



hikui. low



‘The probability that Taro speaks French is low.’



(44a) is a typical example of the genitive subject construction, showing TR. (44b), which is much better than (44a).



Of interest is



This fact follows if the accusative Case is licensed



in the lower vP in (44b), and consequently the object does not intervene between the matrix subject and D even after it moves to the specifier of vP2. Let us now examine the GNC paradigm involving the nominative/genitive object. As pointed out by Miyagawa (1993), the nominative object freely alternates with the genitive object.



Thus, the following four patterns are all acceptable: DP-no DP-ga (45a), DP-ga



DP-no (45b), DP-ga DP-ga (45c), and DP-no DP-no (45d).



(45)



a.



[Taro-no



eigo-ga



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



Taro-GEN English-NOM speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low ‘The probability that Taro can speak English is low’ b.



[Taro-ga



eigo-no



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



Taro-NOM English-GEN speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low c.



[Taro-ga



eigo-ga



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



Taro-NOM English-NOM speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low d.



[Taro-no



eigo-no



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



Taro-GEN English-GEN speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low



Let us examine (45a) first.



One question is why T can probe the proleptic object in the
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configuration shown in (46), despite the presence of the subject.



(46)



[DP D [TP T [vP SUBJ-GEN [ v1 [VP1 OBJ-NOM ....... ]]]]]] _________*____________



Since Takano (2003) does not take into account the nominative/genitive alternation, we need to add a modification to his analysis.



Let us suppose that the proleptic object can be



base-generated in a position slightly higher than what Takano proposed.



Instead of (43a),



we assume the following configuration for proleptic object constructions.



(47)



[DP D [TP T [vP SUBJ-GEN [vP OBJ-NOM [ v1 [VP1 can [vP2 PRO v2 [VP2 ... ]]]]]]]]



If the proleptic object can be merged as an inner specifier of the higher vP, it will be accessible from T (thanks to equidistance).



As for the genitive Case on the subject, D has



no problem in reaching the subject as shown in (48), since it is the closest DP from the viewpoint of the probe.



(48)



[DP D [TP T [vP SUBJ-GEN [vP OBJ-NOM [ v [VP ….. ]]]]]]



The pattern in (45b) is more interesting, since it shows that the genitive proleptic object is in fact accessible from D.



But why doesn't the subject block this association?



Recall that equidistance no longer holds at this point.



(49)



D ... [T [vP SUBJi-NOM [vP OBJj-GEN [ v1 [VP1 can [ v2 [VP2 ...... ]]]]]]]
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My answer to this question is based on the idea that there is an intimate connection between two functional heads, D and T.



(50)



Let us entertain the following hypothesis.



T may enter an Agree relation with a higher functional head bearing φ-features (i.e., a Case licensor).



The following consideration provides us with potential support for this conjecture. Shibatani (1978) observes that a finite clause in Japanese must contain a nominative phrase. For instance, Japanese allows the Nominative-Dative alternation, as (51a) shows.



But this



alternation is impossible unless there is another nominative element, as shown in (51b).



(51)



a.



Taro-ga/ni



eigo-ga



hanas-e-ru.



Taro-NOM/DAT book-NOM speak-can-PRES 'Taro can speak English.' b.



Taro-ga/*ni



aruk-e-ru.



Taro-NOM/DAT walk-can-PRES



This observation can be translated in current terms as the requirement that the finite T must participate in a φ-agreement relation.



But, of course, the genitive subject construction flatly



violates this generalization.



(52)



Taro-no



aruk-e-ru



riyuu



Taro-GEN walk-can-PRES reason 'The reason that Taro can walk.'
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Now, (50) may shed some light on this puzzle.



I propose that the finite T need not agree



with a DP (i.e., nominative DP), provided that it can have its φ-features valued by other means, namely, by entering an Agree relation with a higher functional head.



Let us be more



explicit about this conjecture by considering the following configuration.



(53)



[DP D [TP T ........ DP ]]



Suppose that T acts as a probe.



We then get the nominative subject construction (54a).



Suppose instead that T does not enter an Agree relation with the DP. in such a case.



D will act as a probe



As this happens, D also agrees with T (as an instance of Multiple Agree),



thereby checking off the uninterpretable features of the latter, as illustrated in (54b). in Japanese can agree with more than one element is confirmed by (45d).



That D



This is how the



requirement of the finite T is satisfied in the genitive subject construction.



(54)



a.



[TP T ...... DP ]



(nominative Case licensing)



b.



[DP D [TP T ...... DP ]



(genitive Case licensing)



According to this proposal, the finite T in Japanese can have its requirement satisfied either as a probe (the nominative subject construction) or as a goal (the genitive subject construction). Assuming (50), let us now return to the derivation of (45b). Agree relation with the subject DP, as in (55a). a probe.



First, T enters an



When D comes into the structure, it acts as



However, it would not be able to find the object due to minimality.



But suppose



that D enters an Agree relation with T, although the latter head has already agreed with the
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subject DP.



This should be possible if we assume with Chomsky (2001) (see also Pesetsky



and Torrego (2001)) that uninterpretable features, even if valued, remain visible for a while (e.g., until the phase domain is completed, which would be the DP phase in the present context). DP.



So let us assume that D agrees with T, which already agreed with the nominative



By transitivity, D ends up agreeing with the nominative DP as well.



This enables D



to look beyond the nominative DP, as shown in (55b).9



(55)



a.



[TP T ..... DP-ga ..... DP-no]]



b.



[DP D .... [TP T ..... DP-ga ..... DP-no]]



In short, the nominative subject does not block the Agree relation holding between D 9



According to Chomsky (2005) T’s ability/property to serve as a φ-sensitive probe (and



license/value nominative Case) comes from a higher phase head.



Extending Chomsky’s idea



to Japanese prenominal clauses, we may suppose that in a DP-TP configuration, D agrees with T, optionally transferring its Case assigning/valuing property to T. In this scenario, the subject of a prenominal clause bears nominative Case when D, just like C, assigns Case in an ‘indirect’ way, with T serving as the actual probe for φ-agreement. In addition, we get the genitive subject if D participates directly in a φ-agreement relation, without the assistance of T. This line of approach would provide an explanation for the alternation of the two Case values, perhaps in a simpler manner.



But I will not adopt this analysis, since it is crucial for the



analysis in the main text that T acts as an independent probe.



Once the higher phase head is



introduced into the structure, the two specifiers of vP are no longer equidistant, and thus T as well as D cannot probe the subject located in the inner spec of vP.



Consequently, we would



lose the account of the TR asymmetry between the nominative subject construction and the genitive subject construction. 29



and the proleptic genitive object in (45b) because the two Case licensing heads responsible for those Case values are in an Agree relation.10



And once we have established the analysis



of (45a-b), the grammaticality of (45c-d) can be accommodated rather easily under the present analysis.



In both cases, Multiple Agree by T (45c) or D (45d) takes care of the



formal requirement of the two DPs in a simultaneous fashion. Let us recap.



We have shown that the overt object shift hypothesis for Japanese



helps us obtain a principled account of TR in GNC.



The combination of the genitive subject



and the accusative/dative object DP is disallowed as the shifted object renders the subject invisible from the higher phase head. edge of vP.



Other objects that do not show TR do not shift to the



We accordingly entertained two possibilities for the lack of TR with a null



object, an idiom chunk, and an object without a Case particle: they are licensed in-situ, or they are head-adjoined to v. 10



We also offered an analysis of the nominative/genitive object



One of the remaining questions is why Move cannot apply to the inner specifier of vP,



moving it across the outer specifier of vP.



For example, (ia) and (ib) would be derived from



(45a) and (45b), respectively, by moving what is in the inner spec of vP to the spec of TP in (ia) and to the spec of DP in (ib).



(i)



a.



*[eigo-gai



Taro-no



ti



English-NOM Taro-GEN



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low



‘The probability that Taro can speak English is low’ b.



*[eigo-noi



Taro-ga



ti



English-GEN Taro-NOM



hanas-e-ru



kanousei]-wa



hikui.



speak-can-PRES possibility-TOP low



This may be indicating that there is a distinct locality condition on Move, in addition to those relevant for Agree, but I must leave the investigation for future research. 30



construction, where the Agree relation holding of D and T plays a crucial role in allowing an apparent minimality violation.



5.



The EPP and Case Alternation in Japanese



The overt object shift hypothesis for Japanese has important implications for the nature of the EPP.



(56)



Let us reconsider the typical example showing the effect of TR.



*Taro-no



hon-o



katta



mise



Taro-GEN book-ACC bought store ‘The store where Taro bought a book’



Recall that (56) is illicit because the inner specifier of vP is not accessible from D.



However,



if T could attract the genitive subject to its specifier for an EPP satisfaction, moving it over the object, then the former should be accessible to D, and the derivation should converge, contrary to fact:



(57)



[D [TP SUBJ-GEN [vP OBJ [vP tSUBJ [ v [VP … tOBJ ..]]]]]]



The above discussion provides us with the following two lines of research regarding the EPP property of T in Japanese.



(58)



a.



The EPP of T is absent in Japanese.



b.



Satisfying the EPP property of T is contingent on checking another feature (such as Case).
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Suppose that we adopt (58a). the subject.



Then, the SOV order is derived by an optional movement of



An obvious candidate for such an optional movement is scrambling.



Although



there are arguments against scrambling of nominative DPs (see Saito 1985), the issue is far from settled; see Oku (1998) and Ko (2005) for arguments against Saito’s view.



It should



be stressed that in order for this hypothesis to work, it is crucial that, unlike a nominative phrase, a genitive phrase cannot move via scrambling.



In fact, as Saito (1985) pointed out,



genitive DPs do not undergo scrambling.



(59)



a.



Hanako-no



hon-no



syuppan



Hanako-GEN book-GEN publication Hanako’s publication of a book’ b.



*hon-no



Hanako-no



syuppan



book-GEN Hanako-GEN publication



Nevertheless, there is an empirical argument against (58a).



It is well known that in Japanese,



the SOV order does not permit scope interactions between subject and object, whereas the OSV order does.



(60)



a.



[San-nin-ijyoo-no



kodomo]-ga [subete-no heya]-o



three-CL-over-GEN child-NOM



hoomon-shita (koto)



all-GEN room-ACC visit-did



fact



‘(the fact that) more than three children visited every room’ (more than three > all; *all > more than three) b.



[Subete-no heya]-o



[san-nin-ijyoo-no



kodomo]-ga hoomon-shita koto



all-GEN room-ACC three-CL-over-GEN child-NOM visit-did ‘same as (a)’



(more than three > all; all > more than three)
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fact



Scope rigidity of Japanese will be discussed at some length in section 8, but here I would like to highlight one important point.



Let us suppose that the subject in (60a) moves out of vP



via scrambling, as shown in (61a) below.



Let us also suppose that (60b) has the structure in



(61b), in which both arguments are in the spec of vP, with the object occupying the outer spec of vP as a result of object shift.



Given that scrambling can be freely undone (Saito 1989),



we should expect (60a) to be ambiguous on a par with (60b), since their structures should be identical in all relevant respects after scrambling is undone.



(61)



a.



[TP SUBJi [vP OBJj [vP ti [VP tj V ]]]]



b.



[TP [vP OBJj [vP SUBJ [VP tj V ]]]]



Let us therefore explore (58b).



According to this hypothesis, the nominative



subject moves to the spec of TP in overt syntax, whereas the genitive subject cannot do so. Even if we adopt this hypothesis, we must conclude that the EPP property of T in Japanese is not an obligatory property of a Japanese clause, since genitive subject constructions have no element which can satisfy it.



Now two questions must be considered.



First, if the genitive



subject is not located in the spec of TP in overt syntax, where is it located?



Second, does



the nominative subject always move to the spec of TP? Let us start with the first question.



Examples like (62) below (see Nakai (1980) and



Miyagawa (1993)) indicate that genitive subject at least has an option of staying inside the prenominal clause in overt syntax: it is preceded by a sentential adverb, kotoshi ‘this year,’ which clearly belongs to the prenominal clause.
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(62)



[Kotoshi shinju-no yasuku-naru] kanousei this year pearl-Gen cheap-become probability ‘the probability that pearls become cheap this year’



Following the spirit of Miyagawa (1993) and in particular of Watanabe (1996), let us assume that the genitive subject stays in the spec of vP in examples like the one above, licensed by D via Agree.11 11



At first glance, scope properties of the genitive subject with respect to negation seem to



argue against the proposal that it remains within vP.



(ia) below contains the nominative



subject in a negative sentence and (ib) the genitive subject.



The data show that the genitive



subject as well as the nominative subject can take scope over negation, which would be unexpected if (a) the genitive subject in this case remains within vP (as assumed here), (b) negation is located somewhere above vP, and (c) there is no QR in Japanese (which I assume is the case, given the scope rigidity of this language).



(i)



a.



Kooen-de san-nin ijyoo-no park-at



kodomo-ga



asob-ana-katta



koto



three-CL over-GEN children-NOM play- NEG-PAST fact



'the fact that more than three children didn't play in the park' (more than 3 > neg; neg > more than 3) b.



Kooen-de san-nin ijyoo-no park-at



kodomo-no



asob-ana-katta



koto



three-CL over-GEN children-GEN play-NEG-PAST fact (more than 3 > neg; neg > more than 3)



It is possible that negation in Japanese can occupy more than a single syntactic position, including a V-adjoined position (see Kuno (1980) and Takubo (1985)). 34



In fact, the object



(63)



[DP D [TP T [vP SUBJ-GEN [ v [VP …..]]]]]]



Once we accept this point, the following example shows that the nominative phrase need not always be in the specifier of TP, as it is preceded by the genitive subject located in the spec of vP in this case.



(64)



[Jyoozu-ni Taro-no well



eigo-ga



hanas-eru koto]-wa yoku sir-are-teiru.



Taro-GEN English-NOM speak-can fact-TOP well-known



‘The fact that Taro can speak English well is well-known.’



This means that a nominative phrase does not always move to the spec of TP in overt syntax. To summarize, we considered the nature of the EPP property of T in Japanese, concluding that to the extent that it holds in Japanese, it is contingent on nominative Case checking.



In particular, the genitive phrase cannot move to satisfy the EPP property of T:



QP can also take scope over negation in the SOV sequence, as shown in (ii) below.



This



would be puzzling even for the overt object shift hypothesis (as well as for the standard view that the object in Japanese remains within VP throughout the derivation).



I must therefore



leave a detailed investigation of this issue for another occasion.



(ii)



Taro-ga



san-nin ijyoo-no



kodomo-o



nagur-ana-katta koto



Taro-NOM three-CL over-GEN children-ACC hit-NEG-PAST fact 'the fact that Taro didn't hit more than three children' (more than 3 > neg; neg > more than 3)
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otherwise, we would lose our account of TR.



Our discussion thus argues against positing a



pure EPP-driven A-movement that does not involve Agree (see, e.g., Nevins and Anand 2003).



We are also led to the view that Japanese is a language in which an EPP-driven



movement of subject does not always take place while that of object is obligatory.12



In light



of the widely held view that Japanese is an "SOV language," which is backed up by evidence from, among other things, brain studies (see Hagiwara et al. 2007) and sentence processing (Mazuka et al. 2002), I assume that the default for the subject in Japanese is to move to the spec of TP.



The OSV order, on the other hand, may have multiple sources.



would be to leave the subject in-situ as described above.



One way



Or, both arguments move to their



Case domains, followed by scrambling of the object past the subject (and given the well-known heterogeneous nature of clause-internal scrambling, perhaps this type of derivation should be subdivided into several classes).



This structural ambiguity may be the



source of the increased parsing costs associated with the OSV string.13



6.



Null arguments and strict/sloppy identity readings



Let us recall our discussion in section 4.3 regarding the lack of TR with null objects. conclusion there was that null objects do not move to the outer spec of vP.



The



We accordingly



entertained two hypotheses along this conclusion: pro does not move at all (Takahashi 2001), 12



It may be interesting to see if there is a language which is the mirror image of Japanese.



Such a language should show the obligatory EPP property for subjects and the optional EPP property for objects. See Lasnik (2001) for the view that English is indeed such a language. 13



Thanks to a reviewer for raising this issue.



It should be stressed here that the conclusion



reached above about the optional nature of the subject movement is independent of the analysis of TR.



The overall analysis remains intact even if the subject movement turned out



to be obligatory. 36



or it adjoins to the v head.



This section presents a potential argument in favor of the second



approach by showing that a null object actually induces blocking effects in some cases. This point is demonstrated by the fact that a null object in GNC affects possible interpretations.



(65)



Let us first consider the following example.



Hanako-ga



jibun-no



seetaa-o



aratta.



Hanako-NOM self-GEN sweater-ACC washed ‘Hanako washed her sweater.



Taro-mo



[e]



Taro-also



aratta. washed



Taro washed [e] also.’



As discussed by Otani and Whitman (1991), a null object construction yields a strict identity reading and a sloppy identity reading.



That is, this example has a reading in which Taro



washed Hanako’s sweater (strict identity reading) and another reading in which Taro washed his own sweater (sloppy identity reading).



Otani and Whitman (1991) propose to analyze



this type of example as an instance of VP-ellipsis, which is known to have the effect of yielding the sloppy identity reading. With this in mind, let us examine the following data.



(66a) has a nominative



subject and (66b) a genitive subject.



(66)



Hanako-ga



jibun-no seetaa-o



aratta toki-wa chijimanakatta ga, …



Hanako-NOM self-GEN sweater-ACC washed time-TOP shrink-not-past but ‘The time when Hanako washed her sweater, (it) didn’t shrink but …. a.



… Taro-ga



[e]



Taro-NOM



aratta toki-wa



chijinda.



washed time-TOP shrink-past



‘… the time when Taro washed [e], (it) got shrunk.’ b.



… Taro-no



[e]



aratta toki-wa
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chijinda.



(√ strict; √ sloppy)



Taro-GEN



washed time-TOP shrink-past



‘… the time when Taro washed [e], (it) got shrunk.’



(√ strict; ?* sloppy)



While strict and sloppy interpretations are equally available for (66a), the dominant reading of (66b) is a strict identity reading. example.



It is very hard to obtain a sloppy identity reading in this



What accounts for this contrast?



I think the argument deletion hypothesis of Kim (1999) and Oku (1998) for Korean/Japanese provides us with an answer.



Based on their analyses, Saito (2004)



proposes that a sloppy identity reading is derived via argument ellipsis, an operation available in languages like Japanese and Korean.14



According to this hypothesis, the example (65) on



its sloppy identity reading is analyzed as involving PF deletion of the object in the second clause under identity, as shown below:



(67)



Hanako-ga



jibun-no



seetaa-o



aratta.



Hanako-NOM self-GEN sweater-ACC washed Taro-mo Taro-also



jibun-no



seetaa-o



aratta.



self-GEN sweater-ACC washed



‘Hanako washed her sweater.



Taro also washed his sweater.’



Let us further assume that when pro occupies the object position, the example receives the strict identity interpretation on a par with (68) below, which has the pronoun sore ‘it’ in the second sentence.



14



To be precise, Kim’s (1999) and Oku’s (1998) analyses are couched in terms of LF copying



of missing arguments. 38



(68)



Hanako-ga



jibun-no seetaa-o



aratta.



Taro-mo sore-o aratta.



Hanako-NOM self-GEN sweater-ACC washed ‘Hanako washed her sweater.



Let us now return to (66).



Taro-also it-ACC washed



Taro also washed it.’



The fact that (66a) allows both readings indicates that it can be



analyzed either as in (69a) or as in (69b).



(69)



a.



… Taro-ga



pro



aratta toki-wa



Taro-NOM b.



… Taro-ga



chijinda.



washed time-TOP shrink-past



jibun-no seetaa-o



aratta



toki-wa chijinda.



Taro-NOM self-GEN sweater-ACC washed time-TOP shrink-past



(69a) yields the strict identity reading and (69b) the sloppy identity reading.



Turning to



(66b), the fact that it lacks the sloppy identity reading implies that (70b) is illicit.



(70)



a.



… Taro-no



pro



Taro-GEN b.



*… Taro-no



aratta toki-wa chijinda. washed time-TOP shrink-past



jibun-no



seetaa-o



aratta toki-wa chijinda.



Taro-GEN self-GEN sweater-ACC washed time-TOP shrink-past



Our analysis of this fact is as follows.



Since pro does not end up in the outer spec of vP,



(70a) is legitimate, yielding the strict identity reading.



On the other hand, the object in



(70b), though deleted at PF, occupies the outer specifier of vP.15 15



Because the shifted object



See also Takahashi (2005), who argues that the DPs that are fronted in overt syntax can be



targeted by argument ellipsis in Japanese. 39



is higher than the genitive subject (and equidistance no longer holds at this point in the derivation), the genitive subject cannot be licensed. This analysis has implications for the nature of object shift in Japanese.



The point



of the above discussion is that the derivation of (66b) for its sloppy identity reading indeed involves object shift, although the result of this movement is masked by PF deletion.



Thus,



the EPP is not sensitive to the phonological information of the element that satisfies it.



This



point in turn counts as a potential argument in favor of the ‘clitic-like’ movement approach to pro discussed at the end of section 4.3, since the other hypothesis (i.e., pro does not undergo movement) is crucially based on the idea that what is special about pro is that it lacks phonological information.



7.



Overt object shift in the causative construction



The main point of our discussion has been that DP objects shift in overt syntax in Japanese, which renders the subject inaccessible from the higher phase head.



This subsection presents



a confirmation of this account by investigating another construction, in which the higher phase head is not D but v.



The specific target of investigation is the Japanese causative



construction, where we see a restriction on the distribution of -o marked phrases (Harada 1973, Kuroda 1965, 1978, inter alia).



This restriction is often referred to as the Double-o



Constraint in the literature.16 Let us start with a brief overview of the causative construction in Japanese, where the causee is either -ni marked or -o marked (Kuroda 1965, Kuno 1973, Inoue 1976, Miyagawa 1999, Shibatani 1973 among many others).17 16



Although this practice is in fact a departure from the original conception of the constraint.



See Hiraiwa (2002) for a comprehensive discussion of this confusion in the literature. 17



It has often been assumed in the literature that the choice of the particle on the causee 40



(71)



Taro-wa Jiro-ni/-o



aruk-ase-ta.



Taro-TOP Jiro-NI/-ACC walk-Cause-PAST 'Taro caused Jiro to walk.'



Following Inoue (1976), Tonoike (1978), Koizumi (1995), and Miyagawa (1999), among others, I adopt the -ni extra NP analysis.



I assume that the causative -sase comes in two



varieties: (s)ase1, which takes three arguments (agent, causee, and event), and (s)ase2, which takes two arguments (agent and event).



To be more specific, the -ni causee is an argument



of (s)ase1, controlling a null argument inside the embedded clause (represented as PRO) (72a), whereas the -o causee originates inside the embedded clause of (s)ase2 (72b).



I assume that



the embedded clause in the causative construction is an infinitival TP.



(72)



a.



Taro-wa Jiro-ni [PRO aruk]-ase1-ta



b.



Taro-wa [Jiro-o aruk]-ase2-ta



Positing distinct structures for the two types of causative constructions is supported by the well-known fact that the ni-causee must be "self-controllable" (Harada 1973), a restriction which we can attribute to the nature of the theta role assigned to the -ni causee by (s)ase1.



(73)



Taro-wa Taro-TOP



ame-o/*-ni



fur-ase-ta.



rain-ACC/-NI fall-Cause-PAST



correlates with possible interpretations: the -o causative expresses coerciveness and the -ni causative permission.



But this is far from obvious.



See Tonoike (1978) and Mihara and



Hiraiwa (2006) among others for a critical evaluation of this putative bifurcation. 41



'Taro caused the rain to fall.'



As for the grammatical status of -ni of the -ni causee, I follow Koizumi (1995) and assume that it is a postposition, whether the embedded clause is intransitive or transitive: for example, the -ni causee is incompatible with a floating numeral quantifier (FQ).18



(74)



a.



Boku-wa



gakusei-ni



I-TOP



student-P



(*san-nin) aruk-ase-ta. three-CL walk-Cause-PAST



'I caused three students to walk.' b.



Boku-wa



gakusei-ni



(*san-nin)



I-TOP



students-P



three-CL



hon-o



yom-ase-ta.



book-ACC read-Cause-PAST



'I caused three students to read a book.'



Now, (75b) shows that the -o causee cannot occur with another accusative object, a restriction which, following Poser (2002), I refer to as the "deep" Double-o Constraint.



(75)



a.



Taro-wa



Jiro-ni



Taro-TOP Jiro-NI 18



hon-o



yom-ase-ta.



book-ACC read-Cause-PAST



Harley (1995) reports that examples like (74b) are acceptable on the "coercive" reading.



They sound better under that reading, but still not fully acceptable.



Unacceptability of such



data becomes clearer if we add -ijyoo 'more than' to the FQ.



(i)



*Boku-wa I-TOP



gakusei-ni



san-nin-ijyoo



hon-o



students-P



three-CL-more than



book-ACC read-Cause-PAST



'I caused more than three students to read a book.' 42



yom-ase-ta.



'Taro caused Jiro to read a book.' b.



*Taro-wa Taro-TOP



Jiro-o



hon-o



yom-ase-ta.



Jiro-ACC



book-ACC



read-Cause-PAST



'Taro caused Jiro to read a book.'



Miyagawa (1987, 1999) provides evidence from locality in passive cases and Condition B of the binding theory that restructuring, which I assume has the effect of "collapsing" a bi-clausal structure into a mono-clausal one by combining the embedded verb with the higher one, never applies to the Japanese causative construction.



If so, the ungrammaticality of



such examples cannot be explained by saying that the complex head consisting of two transitive verbs can assign at most one object theta role (Williams 1981; see also Harada 1975) or at most one accusative Case (see López 2001 for an analysis of Spanish causatives along this line). The analysis entertained in this paper explains this constraint. detail the derivation of (75b).



Let us consider in



As the embedded TP is constructed, the DP object



obligatorily shifts to the outer spec of vP, crossing the causee subject (76a).



Recall now that



multiple specifiers are no longer equidistant once a new phase head is merged. when the matrix v is merged on top of (s)ase2, equidistance no longer holds.



Therefore, As a result, the



causee Jiro cannot be probed by this phase head due to the presence of the shifted object, as shown in (76b).



In short, the "deep" Double -o Constraint amounts to an instance of the



defective intervention constraint.



(76)



a.



[TP [vP hon-o [vP Jiro v [VP t yom ]]]



b.



[vP Taro v [VP [TP [vP hon-o [vP Jiro v [VP t yom ]]]] (s)ase2 ]] |_________*________
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The derivation of (75a) goes as follows.



Following Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), I assume



that the embedded PRO subject is licensed by the infinitival T. case as well (77a).



The object DP shifts in this



But since T is not a phase head, the multiple specifiers are still



equidistant when the PRO subject is Case-licensed (77b).



The derivation continues,



introducing the PP -ni causee as well as the matrix subject.



The derivation converges



without any problem.



(77)



a.



[vP hon-o [vP PRO v [VP t read ]]



b.



[TP T [vP hon-o [vP PRO v [VP t read ]]]]



c.



[vP Taro v [VP [PP Jiro-ni] [TP T [vP hon-o [vP PRO v [VP t read ]]]] (s)ase ]]



Two points are worth noting here.



First, our analysis makes a clear prediction.



We should expect an intervention effect to be triggered by a dative DP object as well as an accusative object.



Although a detailed investigation of this prediction must await another



occasion in part due to the intricate nature of -ni (see Sadakane and Koizumi 1990), there is an initial indication that this is indeed the case.



Consider the hitherto unnoticed contrast



shown below.19 19



(i)



The contrast is clearer when the embedded object precedes the causee:



a.



Boku-wa atarasii sigoto-ni Taro-o I-TOP



new



job-to



nare-sase-ta.



Taro-ACC get used-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to get used to a new job.' 44



(78)



a.



Boku-wa Taro-o I-TOP



atarasii sigoto-ni nare-sase-ta.



Taro-ACC new



job-to



get used-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to get used to a new job.' b.



??Boku-wa Taro-o I-TOP



Hanako-ni



kisu-s-ase-ta.



Taro-ACC Hanako-DAT kiss-do-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to kiss Hanako.'



Note that these examples are fine with the -ni causee (although slightly degraded, perhaps due to a sequence of -ni phrases).



(79)



a.



(?)Boku-wa Taro-ni atarasii sigoto-ni nare-sase-ta. I-TOP



Taro-P new



job-to



get used-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to get used to the new job.' b.



(?)Boku-wa Taro-ni Hanako-ni I-TOP



Taro-P



kisu-sase-ta.



Hanako-DAT kiss-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to kiss Hanako.'



According to Koizumi (1995), -ni in (78a) is a postposition but the one in (78b) is a dative Case marker.



This is confirmed by two diagnostics.



Only the latter can host a numeral



quantifier (80b) and undergo passivization (81b).



b.



?*Boku-wa Hanako-ni I-TOP



Taro-o



kisu-s-ase-ta.



Hanako-DAT Taro-ACC kiss-do-Cause-PAST



'I caused Taro to kiss Hanako.' 45



(80)



a.



Taro-wa sigoto-ni (*mi-ttsu) nare-ta. Taro-TOP job-to



three-CL get used-PAST



'Taro got used to (three) jobs.' b.



Hanako-wa kodomo-ni (san-nin) kisu-si-ta. Hanako-TOP child-DAT three-CL kiss-do-PAST 'Hanako kissed (three) children.'



(81)



a.



*Sono sigoto-ga Taro-ni yotte nare-rare-ta. that



job-NOM



Taro-by



get used-PASS-PAST



'That job was got used to by Taro.' b.



Kodomo-ga Hanako-ni yotte kisu-s-are-ta. child-NOM



Hanako-by



kiss-do-PASS-PAST



'The child was kissed by Hanako.'



Now the explanation for the contrast in (78) is straightforward, given our claim that a DP object (but not a PP object) shifts to the edge of vP.



(78b) is also an instance of the



defective intervention effect.20 Second, the present account does not carry over to other instances of Double-o Constraint violations (e.g., Harada's examples with tokoro-clauses; see below), but this is not surprising.



As discussed extensively in the references cited above, cases like (75b), in



which both of the -o marked phrases are arguments, are fundamentally different from those in which (at least) one of the -o marked phrases is not an argument (they instantiate what Poser



20



Nevertheless, (78b) is better than (75b).



The fact that a sequence of phrases with



homophonous particles (e.g. -ni, -o) leads to a lower acceptability (see (79)) may be a factor distinguishing the two cases. 46



(2002) calls the "surface" Double-o Constraint).21



For example, dislocating one of the -o



marked DPs does not obviate the violation in the former (82a) while it does in the latter (82b) (derived from the base-line data in (82c)).



(82)



a.



*Taro-ga



Jiro-o



e



Taro-TOP Jiro-ACC



yom-ase-ta



hon



read-Cause-PAST book



'the book that Taro caused Jiro to read.' b.



Hanako-ga



e



[e nigeru



Hanako-NOM



tokoro]-o



tsukamae-ta otoko



run away occasion-ACC catch-PAST man



'the man whom Hanako caught as he was running away.' c.



?*Hanako-wa Hanako-TOP



sono otoko-o [e nigeru that man-ACC



tokoro]-o



tsukamae-ta.



run away occasion-ACC catch-PAST



' Hanako caught that man as he was running away.'



This brings us to an interesting point. intervention effect in GNC (83).



(83)



Taro-no



e



Recall that the presence of a null object obviates the



What accounts for the difference between (82a) and (83)?



katta hon



Taro-GEN



bought book



‘The book that Taro bought’



Here are two possibilities.



First, if the v head in the complement of the causative verb sase



is somehow unable to host pro (which may be connected to the fact that the complement 21



See Harada (1973) and Kuroda (1978) for arguments that what is referred to here as the



surface Double-o Constraint is a surface (or PF) rule. 47



clause in causatives is not a full-fledged clause, although no restructuring occurs), pro would be forced to move to the outer specifier of v (like regular objects) and consequently triggers an intervention effect.



An alternative way would involve reworking of our analysis of GNC.



Suppose that (i) relativization in Japanese involves movement, and further that (ii) the relative operator and the genitive subject are licensed by the same phase head.



Perhaps (ii)



would be most sensible if X in (17b) is not D but (a specific form of) C (see Hiraiwa 2000). Under this scenario, the probe C in (83) contains two kinds of intrinsic features triggering Agree: [+ rel] for relativization in addition to φ-features. operations can apply in either order.22



Suppose that these Agree



The φ-feature agreement (targeting the subject)



would be blocked if applied first, since equidistance no longer holds once the higher phase head is introduced.



(84)



[CP [C .... [vP OBJ [vP SUBJ [v ....... ______*_______



But another derivation survives, in which the C's [+ rel]-feature probes first.



In this



derivation, the relative operator would vacate the edge of vP before φ-agreement takes place, as shown below.



No minimality violation would arise, assuming that only the head of a



chain acts as an intervener (Chomsky 2001).23 22



Unlike in Chomsky (2004), where operations apply simultaneously at the phase level.



23



Treatment of the object pro may be amendable to a similar analysis if we assume with



Huang (1984) that pro is in fact a variable created by the movement of a null topic (thanks to a reviewer for suggesting this possibility).



Details need to be worked out, as it would be



crucial for this line of analysis that a null topic can be licensed by the local C (the head of the prenominal clause in the GNC case), not just by the matrix C. 48



(85)



[CP OBJ [C .... [vP tOBJ [vP SUBJ [v .....



Now consider the causative construction (82a).



Unlike in the GNC case, the higher probe in



this case (i.e., v) has only one type of intrinsic feature inducing Agree (that is, φ-features) and the relation between this phase head and the embedded object is "indirect" (in the sense of (Chomsky 2004) here.24



Movement of the object (i.e., the relative operator) would be



triggered by an "edge"-feature (Chomsky 2004), assigned to a phase head in the course of the derivation (when necessary for convergence) to motivate an intermediate step of movement. If this feature is available only at the very end of each phase cycle (that is, after all the intrinsic properties of the phase head are satisfied), φ-agreement must take place first in this case.



Consequently, the object always stands in the way for the φ-agreement between C and



the causee subject.25



(86)



[v .... [vP OBJ [vP SUBJ [v ....... ______*______



To summarize, we have seen another case in which the shifted object blocks the 24



The Agree relation in GNC between the C that licenses the genitive subject and the relative



operator is always 'direct,' as the genitive subject occurs exclusively in the topmost clause in the NP (Watanabe 1996). 25



The distinction drawn here between the two constructions is clearer under the conception



of successive cyclicity in early Minimalism (such as Takahashi (1994)), where intermediate steps were assumed to take place 'late' in the derivation, that is, only after the final target of movement is introduced into the structure. 49



Agree relation between the subject and the higher phase head.



This time, the higher phase



head was v.



8.



Overt Object Shift and the Syntax of Scope



Let us finally turn to an important issue that needs to be addressed once the overt object shift hypothesis for Japanese is seriously entertained.



As briefly mentioned in section 5, a



standard observation about the scope property of Japanese is that the SOV order yields no scope ambiguity, unlike the OSV order.



Importantly, this pattern holds in the prenominal



clause (which has been the focus of investigation in this paper) as well as in independent clauses.



(87)



For instance, presence of koto ‘the fact’ would not affect the scope relations.



a.



[San-nin-ijyoo-no



kodomo]-ga [subete-no heya]-o



three-CL-over-GEN child-NOM



hoomon-shita (koto)



all-GEN room-ACC visit-did



fact



‘(the fact that) more than three children visited every room’ (more than three > all; *all > more than three) b.



[Subete-no heya]-o



[san-nin-ijyoo-no



kodomo]-ga hoomon-shita koto



all-GEN room-ACC three-CL-over-GEN child-NOM visit-did ‘same as (a)’



(more than three > all; all > more than three)



Other languages like English more readily allow scope interactions between subject and object in their basic word order (88).



(88)



More than three children visited every room. (more than three > all; all > more than three)
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fact



One popular line of approach to this cross-linguistic variation is as follows.



In languages



like English, the object moves, via QR (see May 1985 and Aoun and Li 1993) or Case-driven movement (see Hornstein 1995 and Kitahara 1996 among others), to a position higher than the (underlying) position of the subject.



The object in languages like Japanese behaves



differently: At no point in the derivation is the object higher than the (underlying) position of the subject.



But once we embrace the idea that the DP object in Japanese always moves to a



position higher than the underlying subject position, we are led to a different perspective on this issue. As a starting point, let us assume that subject scope reconstruction is a necessary ingredient for subject-object quantifier interactions to obtain (see Bruening 2001, Hornstein 1995 and Johnson and Tomioka 1997).



This viewpoint is motivated by examples like the



following.



(89)



a.



Everyone met a boyi before hei left.



b.



A boyi met everyone before hei left.



In (89a), it is possible for a boy to fall within the scope of everyone and at the same time bind he.



In (89b), in order for he to be interpreted as a bound pronoun, a boy must take scope



over everyone.



This is a surprising result if the wide scope reading of object over subject



obtains by QRing the object past the surface subject position.



The authors mentioned above



took this fact to indicate that the wide scope reading of the object always involves subject reconstruction.



Let us analyze the English example (88) along this line.



According to



Bruening (2001), QR applies to the object, bringing it to the edge of vP (90a).



If nothing



further happens, we obtain the reading in which the subject takes wide scope.



If, on the



other hand, subject lowering takes place (90b), we obtain the other reading.
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(90)



a.



[TP SUBJi [vP OBJj [vP ti [VP V tj ]]]]



b.



[TP SUBJi [vP OBJj [vP SUBJi v [VP V tj ]]]]



Let us now turn to Japanese.



According to our analysis, the canonical SOV order has the



following structure.



(91)



[TP SUBJi [vP OBJj [vP ti [VP tj V]]]]



If the movement of the subject to the domain of T cannot reconstruct in Japanese (see the discussion around (96) for an empirical argument for this hypothesis), we get the desired result.



But what prevents reconstruction in this case?



some light on this issue.



Economy considerations may shed



Since T in Japanese has the option of not having the EPP property,



choosing the EPP option and then applying lowering is costly when there is an option of not moving to begin with.



In English, on the other hand, this issue does not arise, since T in



English always has the EPP property.



Let us assume that this is how the lack of ambiguity



in (87a) should be understood. How does the ambiguity of OSV order come about? it to object scrambling.



A standard way is to attribute



Consider the following derivation in which the subject is in the spec



of TP and the object has scrambled over the subject (92a).



Once scrambling is undone in



this configuration, we obtain the representation in (92b), which yields the wide scope reading of the subject.



(92)



a.



[OBJj [TP SUBJi [vP tj [vP ti [VP tj V]]]]] → Scrambling undone
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b.



[TP SUBJi [vP OBJj [vP ti [VP tj V]]]]



Our analysis makes available yet another derivation.



This is the derivation in which the



subject stays in the spec of vP throughout the derivation, and the object is reconstructed into VP (93).



Since object movement is held to be obligatory in Japanese, the economy



considerations alluded to above should allow reconstruction in this case.



(93)



[vP OBJ [vP SUBJ [VP OBJ V ]]]



Let us explore this possibility a little further, since the analysis in section 4.4 needs reconstruction into VP anyway to account for the ambiguity of examples like (36b), and since it allows us to capture the lack of ambiguity of SOV and the ambiguity of OSV without resorting to scrambling (although this does not in any way mean that scrambling can be dispensed with). Now, there is empirical evidence in favor of the idea that scope rigidity in Japanese comes from the lack of subject lowering.



(94)



a.



It concerns the scope property of FNQs.



[Itsu-tsu-ijyoo-no kurabu]-ni subete-no sinnyuusei-ga 5-CL-over-GEN club-DAT



all-GEN



nyuukai-shita.



new student-NOM join-did



‘There are more than five clubs which every new student joined.’ ‘For every x, x a new student, x joined more than five clubs.’ b.



Kurabu-ni itu-tsu-ijyoo subete-no sinnyuusei-ga club-DAT 5-CL-over



all-GEN



nyuukai-shita.



new student-NOM join-did



*‘There are more than five clubs which every new student joined.’ ‘For every x, x a new student, x joined more than five clubs.’
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(94a) has a non-floating version of the NQ inside the scrambled object. the sentence is ambiguous. Hasegawa (1993).



Not surprisingly,



But the FNQ shows a different pattern, as pointed out by



(94b) lacks the reading in which the scrambled object takes wide scope



although the object FNQ and the object are preposed.



Based on paradigms like this,



Hasegawa (1993) proposes that the FNQ has the property of forcing (scope) reconstruction of its associate DP.



Under our analysis, its derivation is along the following line, and we



obtain only the narrow scope reading of the object.



(95)



a.



[TP [vP OBJj FNQ [vP SUBJ [VP tj V ]]]] → Reconstruction



b.



[TP [vP SUBJ [VP OBJ FNQ V ]]]



Now to the crucial point. respect.



Let us now see how the subject-oriented FNQ behaves in this



Ueda (2004) reports that the presence of the subject-oriented FNQ yields scope



ambiguity in the SOV order (96b).



This means that the FNQ in Japanese has the peculiar



property of forcing (scope) reconstruction even in a configuration that disallows it.



(96)



a.



San-nin-ijyoo-no



sinnyuusei-ga



subete-no kurabu-ni nyuukai-shita.



three-CL-over-GEN new student-NOM every club-DAT



join-did



‘There are more than three new students who joined every club.’ ‘*For every club x, there are more than three new students who joined x.’ b.



Sinnyuusei-ga



san-nin-ijyoo subete-no kurabu-ni nyuukai-shita.



new student-NOM three-CL-over every club-DAT



join-did



‘There are more than three new students who joined every club.’ ‘For every club x, there are more than three new students who joined x.’
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The contrast above is explained along the following line.



Because subject movement in



Japanese resists lowering for the reason articulated above, (96a) lacks the reading in which the subject QP falls within the scope of the object QP.



By contrast, because (96b) contains a



FNQ associated with the subject, reconstruction of the subject is forced in this case. two possibilities are available.



Now,



If the object does not reconstruct as shown in (97a), we get



the reading in which the object has scope over the subject.



If the object reconstructs into VP,



as shown in (97b), we obtain the reading in which the subject takes scope over the object.



(97)



a.



[TP SUBJi FNQj [vP OBJk [vP SUBJi FNQ [VP tk V ]]]]]



b.



[TP SUBJi FNQj [vP OBJk [vP SUBJi FNQ [VP OBJk V ]]]]]



One final point.



Recall our analysis of (36a), repeated below.



It is unambiguous



because it contains two DP arguments (see (39a)), both of which shift to the edge of vP in a tuck-in fashion.



(98)



Taro-ga



dareka-ni



daremo-o



shookai-shi-ta.



Taro-NOM someone-Dat everyone-ACC introduce-do-PAST ‘Taro introduced everyone to someone.’



(some > every; *every > some)



Given the discussion in this section, our analysis must ensure that the goal argument cannot reconstruct on its own, leaving the theme argument in the edge of vP.



If this were possible,



we should expect the missing reading to be available, contrary to fact.



(99)



[TP Taroi-NOM [vP someonej [vP everyonek [vP ti [ v [VP someonej tk V ]]]]]]
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I take this point to mean that reconstruction must affect all the elements that are involved in a single operation (such as Multiple Agree/Move).



Therefore, if the goal DP reconstructs, so



does the theme DP, and no scope ambiguity arises.



9.



Conclusion



This paper has shown that the overt object shift hypothesis for Japanese offers a simple and coherent explanation for the transitivity restriction (TR) imposed on GNC and the Double -o Constraint as it operates in the causative construction.



The gist of the analysis is that the DP



object renders the subject inaccessible from a higher phase head.



We also analyzed the lack



of TR with other types of objects, concluding that they do not end up in the outer specifier of vP. well.



The overt object shift hypothesis for Japanese has consequences for the theory of UG as For example, our analysis shows that satisfying the EPP (in the traditional sense) must



be accompanied by an independent feature checking process.



Also, according to our



analysis, application of the equidistance principle is confined to a very local domain of syntactic derivation.
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